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7 ee Regarding telephone call from the Bureau : et’ “hee 
oe 

to Dallas Office, | the’ following requests were mader nei sets 

"In conngétion with your teletype of 2/24/64, the inter- 
view of MARINA OFWALD. regarding the NIXON incident, we would 
like to ‘have DaZlas determine the date that NIXON was supposed 
to come to Dalfas to receive this Good Citt Award or whate 
ever he was t get. ; 

‘naw “Fix the time when this. appeared in the public presg — 
“+ down there. . 

- “"MALLKY just called, 
é that when he was talking to 

to him THORN had gone to OkZahoma over past weekend, MR, 
RANKIN recalled PETER-GR Y, who at one time was taking Russian 

° +, lessions from MARINA OSWALD and at the same time supposedly teach- 
a ing her American, and believed GREGORY is at University of 

- | Oklahoma, Also observed at this time there were several occasions 
when PETER GREGORY would take MARINA OSWALD out at night and he | 

‘ was speculating as to whether or not MARTIN might have come to 
University of Oklahoma to talk to PETER GREGORY to establish 
that MARINA might have been promiscuous with GREGORY, 
‘Wondering whether we could discreetly find out where MARTIN 
went this past weekend. 

, ’ 

and said RANKIN noted today 
ORN past weekend, THORN mentioned 

“Would you have any idea on this? 

\ “You might check airlines, and give us a call on the 
dates ki , aw 

a 2- Yalias 
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